
riposa Circle Sleep® back support mattresses – produced in Switzerland, recycled in Switzerland.





RIPOSA CIRCLE SLEEP®

BACK SUPPORT MATTRESSES.
PRODUCED IN SWITZERLAND,
RECYCLED IN SWITZERLAND.

For us, sustainability means thinking 
everything we do through to the end. This 
means forging long-term relationships with 
suppliers and partners, while keeping our 
channels to them as short as possible. It 
means a careful and sensible choice of 
 materials. It means a safe working environ-
ment for our employees and local produc-
tion of the products that are as durable as 
possible. For us, sustainability also means 
rethinking things. After all, what our envi-
ronment and society need right now is 
more appropriate materials, more mindful 
production methods and contemporary 
processes. 

With Circle Sleep, we are breathing life into 
a new generation of products. At the same 
time, with a completely new method of 
mattress production, we combine ergo-
nomic Swiss sleeping comfort with a mat-

tress construction that is optimised for 
recycling, down to the very finest detail. We 
thus return 92% of the core of Circle Sleep 
mattresses to a closed-loop cycle at the 
end of their service life, thus acting in line 
with the closed-loop economy. Produced in 
Switzerland, recycled in Switzerland.



92% OF THE MATTRESS CORE
GOES BACK INTO THE SWISS 
 INDUSTRIAL CYCLE THROUGH
CIRCLE SLEEP®

Circle Sleep is our newest product line. 
But Circle Sleep is so much more than that: 
Circle Sleep reflects the way we think and 
act. 

As such, Circle Sleep also stands for a 
completely new type of material engineer-
ing and a new type of mattress manufac-
turing process, which we have rethought 
and redesigned in close cooperation with 
long-standing industry partners – from 
creation to disposal. What that means: We 
already have the entire life cycle of the 
mattress in mind when we manufacture it. 
Together with our network of selected spe-
cialists, we manage to recycle 92% of the 
mattress core in Switzerland and feed the 
resulting primary and secondary raw mate-
rials back into Swiss industry.



Go back into Swiss industry: steel is 
a primary raw material.

Recycled as a secondary raw material 
and used again in industry as com-
posite foam.

Processed into insulation material as 
a secondary raw material.

Pocket springs

reFoam and foam

Pure new sheep’s wool and felt

92%
MATERIAL CYCLE



CIRCLE SLEEP® BACK SUPPORT
MATTRESSES FOR ERGONOMIC,
SUSTAINABLE LYING.

When we talk about ergonomic Swiss sleep 
comfort, we’re looking back on two dec-
ades of expertise in ergonomic lying and 
holistic sleep health – in short, about Swiss 
Sleep Technology, which goes into the 
 development of each and every one of our 
products. 

The two Circle Sleep mattress models 
 “reVive” and “reActive” each embody proven 
Swiss Sleep Technology in their own unique 
way. What do the models have in common? 
With their Circle Sleep design, they put 
them emphasis on the efficient use of 
 resources and materials in an unprece-
dented, sustainable way.





reVive
Gentle adjustment for sensual sleep.

In the “reVive” mattress model, the ergonomic pocket spring core (7 zones) is surrounded by the innovative “reFoam” material. The surface consists 
of carefully hand-inserted Swiss pure new wool clouds, which are embedded in additional padding material made of Swiss comfort foam.

Ideal for all those who prefer a sensual, gently nestled sleeping sensation and can sleep with peace of mind, knowing that 92% of the core 
of their mattress will be returned to a sustainable cycle.

Surface comfort with pure new wool clouds
For a particularly soft feel when lying 
and an optimal bed climate.

reFoam
This sustainable foam composition is manu-
factured in a newly developed process, in close 
cooperation with Swiss material specialists.



TECHNICAL DETAILS

Mattress height  18 cm
Mattress core height 16 cm

Cover sheet
The cover sheet, quilted with high- 
quality Swisswool and climate fibre, is 
removable, washable, repairable and 
replaceable.

Mattress fabric composition
80% polyester / 20% Polycot
(with 40% recycled cotton content)

Care | Symmetry
The mattress is symmetrical lengthwise 
and can be rotated clockwise.
The under side of the mattress is not 
suitable for lying on.

Anti-allergy design
Also available with an anti-allergic cover 
sheet at no extra cost.

Special dimensions possible: next price category plus 10%. Prices in CHF

Sleeping system
Back support mattresses and slatted bases are coordinated at 
riposa – and for good reason: only when perfectly combined do 
you get the full effect. At riposa, everything goes with everything 
else, so the latest generation of back support mattresses can 
also be combined with all riposa slatted bases.

Mattress cover
The high-quality mattress cover is carefully handcrafted at 
riposa and combines lying comfort, hygiene and sustainability. 
The materials used – Swisswool and Polycot thread (with 
recycled cotton content) – ensure an optimal bed climate.

Pocket spring core
The pocket spring core provides sensual adaptation and support 
for the body in optimally coordinated interaction with the mattress 
surface.

reVive item no. 2312 (medium) | 2313 (forte)

Dimensions 80/90 cm 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

200 cm 1390.– 1670.– 2110.– 2470.– 2780.– 3130.– 3480.–

210 cm 1530.– 1840.– 2330.– 2720.– 3060.– 3450.– 3830.–

220 cm 1610.– 1940.– 2450.– 2860.– 3220.– 3630.– 4030.–



reActive
Active support for a sense of freedom when lying down.

The “reActive” back support mattress is based on a frame made of innovative “reFoam” material. This surrounds the 7-zone pocket spring core 
on all sides. Together with the padding made of Swiss comfort foam, the ergonomic spring base provides the body with spot-elastic, active support 
on the mattress surface, where it needs it.

As a result, the “reActive” model provides a supportive yet free feeling when lying down – throughout its entire life cycle, until its core is recycled.

Spot-elastic support
With optimum interplay of pocket springs 
and comfort foam.

reFoam
This sustainable foam composition is manu-
factured in a newly developed process, in close 
cooperation with Swiss material specialists.



TECHNICAL DETAILS

Mattress height  18 cm
Mattress core height 16 cm

Cover sheet
The cover sheet is quilted with high- 
quality Swisswool and climate fibre and 
is removable, washable, repairable and 
replaceable.

Mattress fabric composition
80% polyester / 20% Polycot
(with 40% recycled cotton content)

Care | Symmetry
The mattress is symmetrical lengthwise 
and can be rotated clockwise.
The underside of the mattress is not 
suitable for lying on.

Anti-allergy design
Also available with an anti-allergic cover 
sheet at no extra cost.

reActive item. no. 2302 (medium) | 2303 (forte)

Dimensions 80/90 cm 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 200 cm

200 cm 1250.– 1500.– 1900.– 2220.– 2500.– 2820.– 3140.–

210 cm 1380.– 1650.– 2090.– 2450.– 2750.– 3110.– 3460.–

220 cm 1450.– 1740.– 2200.– 2580.– 2890.– 3270.– 3640.–

Special dimensions possible: next price category plus 10%. Prices in CHF

Mattress cover
The high-quality mattress cover is carefully handcrafted at 
riposa and combines lying comfort, hygiene and sustainability. 
The materials used – Swisswool and Polycot thread (with 
recycled cotton content) – ensure an optimal bed climate.

Pocket spring core
Combined with the “reActive” mattress surface, the 7-zone 
pocket spring core provides spot-elastic support for the body. 
This allows the ergonomic, load-bearing properties of the 
“reActive” model to really come into their own.

Sleeping system
Back support mattresses and slatted bases are coordinated at 
riposa – and for good reason: only when perfectly combined do 
you get the full effect. At riposa, everything goes with everything 
else, so the latest generation of back support mattresses can 
also be combined with all riposa slatted bases.



reFoam
A novel, practical material.

riposa reFoam is an important component 
of every Circle Sleep back support mat-
tress. This sustainable foam composition 
is manufactured in a newly developed pro-
cess, in close cooperation with Swiss 
 material specialists. reFoam is based on 
carefully selected quality foam elements 
that would be discarded in the convention-
al manufacturing process. Combined with 
specially developed engineering, these 
 elements can be used to create a new raw 
material, which now features for the first 
time in the Circle Sleep product line.





Circle Sleep® is feeding
mattresses into a sustainable 
cycle with a future.

ORDER ONLINE,
FREE DELIVERY.

The two Circle Sleep “reVive” and “reActive” 
back support mattresses are available in 
different dimensions online from riposa.ch. 
We recommend that you call the riposa 
sleep specialists for advice beforehand or 
try out the mattresses in our showroom in 
Bilten.



Free return of old
Circle Sleep® 

back mattress

Production and recycling
in Switzerland.

Recycling:
92% of the

mattress core

8–10 years
of ergonomic 

sleeping comfort

Free delivery
directly

to your bedroom

Circle Sleep®

back support 
mattress manufacture

Order
on riposa.ch





RIPOSA SWISS SLEEP – QUALITY 
SWISS PRODUCTS FOR BEAUTIFUL, 
HEALTHY SLEEP.

In our production facilities in Glarus, Ober-
urnen and Bilten, experienced employees 
produce first-class Swiss quality products 
with care and passion. Whether individually 
adapted back support mattresses, exclu-
sive boxspring beds or complete sleeping 
systems, riposa produces healthy sleep 
made to measure in the Glarus region 
through plenty of craftsmanship, state- 
of-the-art production technology and 
high-quality materials. From development 
through design and functionality to work-
manship – at riposa every detail contrib-
utes towards anatomically correct lying 
and restful sleep.
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riposa AG Swiss Sleep CH-8865 Bilten riposa.ch/circlesleep

Rethink your sleep with us: simply scan the QR code to learn more
about the Circle Sleep back mattresses.

Available online.


